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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
"With the help of many great
communities of like-minded
changemakers, we were able to support
over 1 million North Americans with
their mental health and mental strength"
On behalf of myself and the whole team at Resili, I want
to thank each person reading this for having faith in us
to change the world of mental healthcare, and
supporting us on the journey! It was an honour and a
privilege to contribute to such an important challenge
facing our communities, and your support, big or small,
was part of what empowered us to do this work.
When I founded Resili four years ago, it was after having
been let down by the mental health system as I watched
my partner at the time slip through the cracks, almost
losing her life to suicide as a result. While no person
and their family should have to experience this, it was
all too common. While the system has improved, there is
still a drastic need for it to do even better. I am
heartened by the great work that our peers continue to
do in the mental health space. I personally hear from
budding entrepreneurs on a weekly basis looking to
further build out this newly flourishing community of
mental health innovators. This gives me hope and
excitement for the future.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
I am especially invested in the innovators from all
backgrounds and experiences who are tearing down the
uncertainty around mental health diagnosis and
treatment; it is in large part this uncertainty and the
fear that comes from it which drive stigma.
I talk with other innovators who are changing what it
means to take care of your mental health, making it
easy, fun and interesting. We need more of this! Honing
our mental health should be something understood &
celebrated, just like that brutal bootcamp or our kaleberry smoothie for our physical health.
Finally, I see a new generation of clinicians who are
changing the practice of mental illness treatment and
mental health support, from one of paternalism and
academic treatment, to respectful and collaborative
care. To be clear, I know many clinicians who have
always practiced this way, but as a whole I see the
profession shifting in this positive direction.
And this is just the beginning. To all those who are
continuing to make mental health better for their
communities, I applaud you, thank you, and will
continue to support you as a proud member of this
ecosystem. Just reach out on LinkedIn!
Warmest,

Morgan Rosenberg
CEO, Resili
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ABOUT US
Resili established itself in 2017 to support the underserved
communities of family caregivers, so that no family
caregiver would have to choose between the health of their
loved one and their own mental health. This mission drove
the creation of an app for family caregivers to improve their
health and resilience. As Resili began to see success in
supporting family caregiver mental health through its app, a
“second pandemic” in the form of a mental health crisis
unfolded as the result of COVID-19. At this point, Resili
recognized its responsibility and opportunity to spread its
simple approach to mental health to all those in need. It
relaunched its app and broadened its mission to
democratize access to the mental health knowledge and
skills we all need.
Resili uses science-backed skills and articles to help users
cope with their daily challenges and bolster their positive
mental health. The app’s core content is rooted in
Dialectical Behavioural Therapy (DBT), a therapy developed
by Marsha Linehan, proven to be most effective for patients
with severe mental illness. Resili distilled the four pillars of
DBT (mindfulness, emotion regulation, distress tolerance,
and interpersonal effectiveness) to be able to support
people without mental illness in their day to day life, with
less intensity and the same efficacy. Resili also leverages
the Two Continua Model for Mental Flourishing as a north
star for all of its educational content, which teachs users to
reach a state of "flourishing mental health and wellbeing".
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ABOUT US
The app is divided into three key sections; Talk, Learn, and
Reflect. The Talk section allows users to book in-app, HIPAAcompliant counselling or therapy. The Learn section comprises
over 30 DBT skills - each able to tackle different aspects of
"when life gets tough" - alongside 35 articles teaching users
how to get to great mental health. The Reflect section brings it
all together, empowering users to measure their progress and
build mindful reflection and self-growth into their day.

As a company, Resili advocated for caregiver mental health,
including supporting non-profits and speaking at events. Resili's
CEO and Founder Morgan Rosenberg has held several workshops
on mental health education for universities, companies and
organizations. Eventually, in order to quantify the success and
impact of these workshops, Resili developed a report to
measure attendee mental health. From this initiative, a new
product was born! The Resili Report provided a comprehensive
measurement of mental health and resilience for our client
companies, custom action plans to improve it at the
organization level, and personalized interventions for positive
mental wellbeing and resilience for each employee.
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IMPACTING
GENDER EQUALITY
The UN holds gender equality as a core humanitarian
issue, noting it as a 'necessary foundation for a peaceful,
prosperous sustainable world'. It is defined as the provision
of equal opportunity, responsibility and rights among women
and men [1]. Ending gender inequality means ending all forms of
discrimination against women and girls across the world. The UN notes the
vital role of technology to support and promote the empowerment of
women at all levels [1].
Resili's mission from inception has been to support family caregivers in
living full lives while supporting their loved ones. While not always the
case, the brunt of family caregiving responsibility often and
disproportionately falls on women, furthering the opportunity gap between
men and women in the workplace in Canada as well as in many geographies.
This particularly affects women in the "sandwhich generation", who are
repsonsible for caring for children and aging parents simultaneously [2].
It is often surprising to learn of the pervasiveness of this problem.
Employee caregivers make up a large percentage of the average workplace,
in fact, 1 in every 6 employees is a family caregiver [3]. From these
numbers, 75% of employee caregivers are female [3]. These family
caregivers lose up to 15.2 working days per year to absenteeism and
presenteeism [4]. As a result, not only are workplace achievements and
promotions intrinsically more challenging, but more than 2/3 caregivers
scale back their responsibilities, quit their job, or exit the workforce
entirely [2]. The stress of caregiving in a broken or unsupportive social
system also affects other aspects of life, including increasing the risk of illhealth in the form of stress, mental illness, and even physical illness [5].
This is why Resili focused its efforts on closing the gap through family
caregiver advocacy and empowerment, and looks hopefully towards the
future of family caregiver innovation.
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IMPACTING HEALTH AND WELLBEING
The UN Sustainable Developmental
Goal 3 aims to promote health and
well-being for all ages by
combatting restriction to
healthcare access. This means
eradicating diseases, strengthening
treatments and increasing access to
healthcare services to ultimately
end poverty and reduce inequality
[4]. Resili was inspired by SDG-3 in
crafting its mission to democratise
access to mental health knowledge
and skills for all through its science
backed Resili App, Resili Report and
Resili workshops. Core to this work
is the vision embedded within SDG3: to reduce one third of premature
mortality from noncommunicable
diseases through prevention and
treatment, and promotion of mental
health and wellbeing [4].
Mental health is often overlooked
compared to physical health,
despite 40% of U.S. adults reporting
mental health struggles and 1 in 5
adults Canadians experience mental
health challenges per year [5][6].

From our experience, stigma is
one of the largest barrier to
individuals seeking therapy as
there is still a large "mental
health literacy gap" between
those who understand mental
health and illness, and the rest
of the population who may not.
This often leads to a “silent
crisis” where temporary poor
mental health evolves into
mental illness, and then
continues untreated. As the
demand for mental health
services increases, we must
reconsider the upstream affects
needed to improve mental
health literacy, decrease stigma,
and remove these intrinsic
barriers to mental health access.
At Resili, we believe such
changes can only be achieved
through the three fold efforts of
i) institutional commitments
from schools, employers, and
governments, ii) leadership from
clinical, academic, and startup
innovators, and most
importantly, iii) empowered
individuals with lived experience
leading these changes.
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IMPACTING HEALTH AND WELLBEING

Good mental health means to
think, act and feel positive
about ourselves and the ability
to overcome challenges,
realizing our potential through
maintaining resilience. At
Resili, we believe that through
data-driven results and
evidence-based strategies, we
can help find solutions to
promoting health and wellbeing
and ensure people have access
to resources and guidance
efficiently when needed.
Moving forward, we are looking
forward to seeing more
companies bridging the gap in
mental health care and
ensuring services are more
readily accessible at an
affordable cost.

Mental health matters and the
work is not done. Resili has
devoted their mission focusing
on health and wellbeing
through high quality,
accessible and affordable
services like our Resili App,
Resili Report for employers,
and Resili mental strength
workshops. We will continue to
support our partners and other
leading organizations to push
for innovation, research and a
holistic person-centered
approach in the mental health
field.
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IMPACT METRICS
PRODUCTS
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*RESILI HAS PARTNERED WITH OPENLAB AT UNIVERSITY HEALTH NETWORK TO ASSIST WITH THE LAUNCH OF
THREE COMMUNITY HEALTHCARE INNOVATIONS THAT IMPACTED A TOTAL OF 2600 BENEFICIARIES.

“Resili App is exactly what I needed. It makes
tracking your mental health, and being proactive
about it so much more convenient. Finally a
solution that fits our day to day hustle and bustle
of a life.”
– Resili User
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IMPACT METRICS
PUBLIC ADVOCACY

"Resili had a big impact on Klick's approach to mental health for its 1,300 people across Canada and the U.S. Resili
shifted our way of thinking about mental health and gave us solutions for problems that we only vaguely
understood. Family caregiver support was the first such area that Resili offered support where none existed before.
As the pandemic ramped up, our broad-based mental health needs skyrocketed and Resili was there to meet our
needs across the board. Coaching and advice from Resili’s CEO through this process raised the overall awareness of
mental health throughout Klick’s leadership and teams. We've seen great value from this investment and are
grateful for the opportunity to have worked with Resili."
- Glen Webster, CFO, Klick Health

AWARENESS AND PUBLIC OUTREACH
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IMPACT METRICS
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT IMPACT
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Resili conducted two research projects investigating effective family
caregiver support and mental health education through technology. Our first
research project with McGill University indexed the most important services
for family caregivers and validated the utility of DBT skills for family
caregivers.
Our most recent research analyzes mobile health mental health app best
practices and specifically the factors involved in engagement and longevity.
This reviewed and consolidated existing literature in conjunction with
Resili's proprietary user data to inform and shape the next generation of
mental health apps. This article is in the process of being published.
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2017
Resili was founded to support the
underserved community of family
caregivers and their wellbeing.

2018
Resili receives funding from Western
Entrepreneurhsip, Fed Dev Ontario, and
the Ontario Brain Institute.
Resili participates in the Next 36
program, and is recognized as the cohort’s
Valedictorian
Care'n Chatbot feature launches as a
Facebook Messenger bot for caregivers to
find information and health navigation
support. Resili is featured on CTV News
to share its chatbot with Canadian
caregivers.
Resili joins the Canada's leading
healthtech accelerator, the
Biomedical Zone

2019
Family Caregiver Awareness Pop Up event in
downtown Toronto in collaboration with Bell
Let’s Talk day, chronicling 300 caregiver
stories via social media
With seed funding led by VERGE Capital,
Resili app for family caregivers launches in
open beta, reaching 100 caregivers in the
first week
Resili shares its app and vision of family
caregiver wellbeing across Canada via a
Global News story inspired by it's Bell Let's
Talk pop-up
Resili commissions caregiver experience
research in collaboration with Dr. Nancy
Heath, Associate Dean, Research and
Innovation at McGill University department
of Educational and Counselling Psychology
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FEB 2020
Resili expands scope of mission and services
to support the positive mental health of all
Canadians and Americans, adding new
modality of “mental flourishing" to its
psychoeducation curriculum
Resili removes all barriers to access, making
the app and first counselling session free for
all users

APRIL 2020
Resili wins the Change Foundation
Innovation Award for its excellence in
leadership, innovation, and changemaking for
family caregivers and the healthcare sector

MAY 2020
Resili reaches millions of Canadian Flipp
users to support their mental health during
COVID-19 through multimedia
psychoeducation campaign featured in the
Flipp app and on the Resili website

DECEMBER 2020
Resili 2.0 launches with new reinforced
learning activities and mental health
tracking and analysis

JANUARY 2021
Resili commissions industry leading mHealth
mental health app usability research for
Canadian women, with OCAD University’s
Master of Design for Health program
Resili Report launches in closed pilot with
three Canadian employers and one academic
institution

AUTHORS
MAGGIE TSANG
Editor
My time at Resili has taught me the mulitple facets of mental
health, and I look forward to applying them in my own journey.
Connect with me on Linkedin at @ Maggie Tsang

CHLOE TAM
Analyst
Being part of Resili has been a great experience to learn about
the growing mental health field in Canada and I'm excited for
what's to come in the future.
Connect with me on Linkedin at @ Chloe Tam

MANNAT SINGH
Analyst
Through my experience at Resili, I am honoured that I had the
opportunity to positively contribute to a cause that I deeply
care about.
Connect with me on Linkedin at @ Mannat Singh

ELLY YU
Analyst
My experience at Resili allowed me to deeply explore the
mental health space. I was able to learn a lot and I'm looking
forward to what the future holds.
Connect with me on Linkedin at @ Elly Yu

MORGAN ROSENBERG
Cheif Executive Officer
I have been so honoured to work with great people who have
incredible talent and passion for mental heatlh. I am always
eager to support other innovators in the space!
Connect with me on Linkedin at @ Morgan Rosenberg

SPECIAL THANKS
MENTAL HEALTH LEADS: JUSTIN SHARPE (2019-2020)

TECH ARCHITECTURE: COLIN MOORE (2018-2019) AND PETER TRAVNIK
(2018-2019)

LEAD DEVELOPERS: MARCEL CANHISARES (2018-2019) AND BRIAN
QUACH (2019-2021)

DESIGN LEADERS: BECKY ZHANG (2018-2020) AND LENA ZHAO (20192021)

RESEARCH ANALYSTS: AMANDA ARGENTO (2019), DEANA SLATER (20192020) AND MELISSA FREW (2021)

BUSINESS ANALYSTS: NANDINI SHAH (2019-2020) AND ELLY YU (20202021)

CHIEF MENTAL HEALTH OFFICER: JOEL ROSENBERG (2017-2021) AND
RACHEL GERTLER (2018-2019)
THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO HAS SUPPORTED RESILI AS A
COLLABORATOR, CUSTOMER, AND USER. WE ARE SO EXCITED FOR THE
NEXT GENERATION OF MENTAL HEALTH LEADERS TO CONTINUE OUR
MISSION OF DEMOCRATIZING MENTAL HEALTH.
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